Freestyle #39
Peter Broda

Across
1. Secret opening?
5. Prefix with -nitrotoluene
8. Deck thirteenth
12. "Rainbow Road" or "Shy Guy Beach" projectile
15. Backstory
16. Entrepreneurial spirit?
17. ___ large
18. Rackets and brackets org.
19. Do some waterboarding?
20. Mystical Islamic figure
22. Métis hero Louis (if you're gonna know one Canadian revolutionary, this is the guy)
24. Goal of a classified paper, maybe
26. "I hate this!"
28. Lab work, for short
29. Sloth
32. Its artwork may depict a quartet of discs or coins
35. Fretboard lubricant
38. Mauna Loa neighbour
39. Scary good?
41. Cries like a feline
42. "Yep, that's me!"
43. Incredulous response to an accusation
46. Hue again
48. It might run when you're running a temperature
50. "Sopranos" character Gamiello who's not an obese S&M enthusiast
52. You can take it on a walk
56. "Bad" cholesterol
57. Took off
58. Object of much tableside begging
61. Jewish holiday preceder
62. "Gimme some room"
63. "The struggle is real" subjects
64. It samples "ABC"

4. Ink
5. His enemies might get hammered
6. Some Washington fans wear it out of pride (and prejudice)
7. Variety
8. Yankees and Astros, in 2015
9. The westernmost Ivy League sch.
10. Crossword blogger Milligan-Milburn
11. Gp. whose convictions might lead to things being sent away for life?
12. "A nice Reliant automobile," according to the Barenaked Ladies
13. Abbreviated subtitle of the current longest-running primetime drama
14. Young blokes
21. Basket/ball game
23. Some cutting-edge 10-syllable Best Buy buys
25. "Fair ___" ("For reals" in Aussie slang)
27. Connects with
28. White or man suffix, these days
30. Excited squeal sound
31. Surrounder of the world's largest enclaved country, for short
33. Mostly fat-free, perhaps
34. ___ Tuesday (Aimee Mann's old band, whose name begins with a ')
35. Its state bird is the Kookaburra: Abbr.
36. Gov't body whose seal depicts a flower and water
37. Legal tender?
40. Litter dump?
44. Twitterpated
45. Symbols of extinction: var.
47. They might not be invited back for future playdates
49. Short response to a long post
50. Took off
51. Chocolate bar full of bubbles
53. For each
54. "Unpretty" trio
55. Puerile giggles
59. Prefix on some cleaning products
60. "The other guy"

Down
1. de Rossi who became DeGeneres
2. Many a daytime drama, informally
3. Block letters?